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Lunar samples record an impact 4.2 billion years ago that may have formed the Serenitatis Basin

Impact cratering on the Moon and the derived size-frequency distribution functions of lunar impact craters are used to determine the ages of unsampled planetary surfaces across the Solar System. Radiometric dating of lunar samples provides an absolute age baseline, however, crater-chronology functions for the Moon remain poorly constrained for ages beyond 3.9 billion years. Here we present U–Pb geochronology of phosphate minerals within shocked lunar norites of a boulder from the Apollo 17 Station 8. These minerals record an older impact event around 4.2 billion years ago, and a younger disturbance at around 0.5 billion years ago. Based on nanoscale observations using atom probe tomography, lunar cratering records, and impact simulations, we ascribe the older event to the formation of the large Serenitatis Basin and the younger possibly to that of the Dawes crater. This suggests the Serenitatis Basin formed unrelated to or in the early stages of a protracted Late Heavy Bombardment.
One of the outstanding questions in planetary science is the exact timing and duration of impact bombardment to the inner Solar System, including the purported Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB)\(^1\)–\(^11\). Direct constraints on the timing and duration of the impact bombardment can be provided by absolute ages of the most ancient lunar surfaces and basins\(^1\). Closely linked to this topic is the timing of formation of the Serenitatis Basin—one of the largest and the oldest impact basins on the Moon (Supplementary Fig. 1). Whether the Serenitatis Basin formed during the classical LHB has been a matter of debates for decades\(^2\)–\(^11\),\(^12\)–\(^15\). Essentially, an ancient age of Serenitatis Basin would support the idea of protracted bombardment period\(^2\)–\(^4\),\(^11\),\(^16\) and cast into doubt the onset and duration of the classical, spike-like LHB\(^3\). Recent arguments have revived the interpretations of its ancient (~4.1–4.3 billion years, Gyr) age\(^11\),\(^13\). However, no lunar sample has ever been identified, which could provide a direct support to this hypothesis. Most Apollo 17 samples are impact-melt breccias initially identified as originating from the Serenitatis Basin\(^4\),\(^20\), but more recent studies\(^2\),\(^21\) have associated these breccias with Imbrian formation (~3.8–3.9 Gyr). As the oldest components of the lunar crust, the highlands samples record the earliest lunar evolution and cratering history. The Apollo 17 samples, 78235 and 78236, are intrusives highlands rocks, compositionally defined as norites of the so-called magnesian-suite that were emplaced very early during lunar crust formation (~4.3–4.4 Gyr)\(^22\). The norites were sampled at Station 8 in Taurus-Littrow Valley (Supplementary Fig. 1), at the base of the Sculptured Hills on the southeastern edge of the Serenitatis Basin\(^23\), and are some of the most extensively studied samples from the Moon. These, alongside norite samples 78238, 78255 and 78256 were chipped off a ~0.5 m boulder with a coarse-grained, cumulus texture, indicative of origin within deep-crustal settings\(^23\). However, because the boulder was partially coated in glassy impact melt, it contained pervasive melt veins, and the rock’s overall composition could not be readily linked to the geology of the immediate surroundings, it was proposed that the boulder was excavated from depth by a large basin-forming impact event\(^23\),\(^24\). The texture and appearance of the minerals imply severe impact-related deformation in these rocks that are commonly referred to as ‘the most heavily shocked’ rocks of the Apollo collection\(^25\),\(^26\).

The complex impact history and transportation of the samples are reflected in their geochronology. A number of studies utilising most of the available geochronometers reveal ages of these norites spanning from 4.43 to 4.11 Gyr\(^22\),\(^27\)–\(^31\). Phosphate minerals, apatite [\(\text{Ca}_5(\text{PO}_4)_3(\text{F, Cl, OH})\)] and merrillite [\(\text{Y- and REE-rich Ca}_9\text{Na(Fe,Mg)(PO}_4)_7\)] are common accessory minerals in 78235 and 78236 norites. These minerals are established as highly sensitive impact chronometers\(^21\),\(^32\),\(^33\) as a result of their moderate temperature of closure to solid state Pb diffusion (~450 °C, depending on the grain size and cooling rates)\(^34\) and well-constrained response to shock metamorphism\(^35\). Here we present the first in situ \(\text{U-Pb}\) and \(\text{Pb-Pb}\) ages of highly shocked apatite and merrillite in 78235 and 78236, using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). This is complemented by new \(\text{Pb-Pb}\) ages of baddeleyite (\(\text{ZrO}_2\)) that help refine the original crystallisation age of these samples. We further employ atom-probe tomography (APT) to assess the nanostructure and chemical composition of dated apatite. Using numerical \text{iSALE-2D} impact simulation and Kuguya Multiband (MI) remote sensing data, we suggest a possible provenance of the Station 8 norites.

## Results and discussion

### Timing of norite crystallisation and the radiogenic ages of baddeleyite.

Petrological and mineralogical investigations of 78235 and 78236 samples infer the boulder was formed during one single crystallisation event\(^23\). The timing of crystallisation is best obtained by robust and refractory geochronometers, which are unlikely to reset their radiogenic clock during later impact and heating events (e.g. \(\text{Pb-Pb}\) or \(\text{Sm-Nd}\)). The baddeleyite grains analysed in this study yield \(207\text{Pb}/206\text{Pb}\) ages of 4346 ± 18 and 4323 ± 14 Myr (Supplementary Table 2). Ages previously obtained for samples from the Station 8 boulder range from 4430 ± 50 to 4110 ± 20 Myr\(^22\),\(^27\)–\(^30\),\(^36\) (note older decay constants in refs.\(^28\),\(^30\)). Crystallisation ages of 4430 ± 50 Myr obtained by \(\text{Sm-Nd}\)\(^30\) and \(\text{U-Pb}\)\(^31\) have been superseded by more recent studies. For instance, the \(\text{Pb-Pb}\) isochron ages of 4333 ± 59 Myr\(^27\) obtained on the whole rock and major mineral separates in the norites, concordant with a \(\text{Sm-Nd}\) isochron of 4334 ± 37 Myr\(^27\),\(^36\) are interpreted to best reflect the crystallisation age of the rock. Formerly reported SIMS \(\text{Pb-Pb}\) ages of baddeleyite (~4260 Myr\(^35\)) and zircon (~4220 ± 40 Myr\(^23\)) are within the range of those more recently obtained for baddeleyite and zirconolite (from 4347 ± 22 to 4220 ± 21 Myr\(^39\)), interpreted to represent variable age-resetting of ~4320 Myr magmatic baddeleyite by a ~4200 Myr impact event\(^38\). Hence, the two baddeleyte \(\text{Pb-Pb}\) ages obtained in this study, 4346 ± 18 and 4323 ± 14 Myr, are consistent with crystallisation ages reported so far.

### Radiogenic ages of the phosphates.

Comparison of the two independent \(^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}\) and \(^{207}\text{Pb}/^{235}\text{U}\) geochronometers from shocked phosphates (Fig. 1) define an upper concordant intercept of 4210 ± 14 Myr and a discordant array extending down to a lower concordant intercept of 504 ± 24 Myr (all reported uncertainties are 2σ; Supplementary Table 2). The upper intercept age is younger than the crystallisation age of the host rock as recorded by baddeleyite \(\text{Pb-Pb}\) ages obtained in this study (4346 ± 18 and 4323 ± 14 Myr) and crystallisation ages\(^22\),\(^27\),\(^30\),\(^36\)–\(^38\) reported so far, indicating the loss of Pb from the phosphate minerals ~130 Myr after crystallisation. Detailed petrographic record of the norites provides compelling evidence that at least one major shock-deformation event reached peak pressures in excess of 50 GPa\(^26\),\(^30\),\(^35\). To account for cross-cutting relationships between fractures, impact-melt veins, diaplectic plagioclase glass and melted plagioclase\(^23\),\(^25\) it was suggested that the rock underwent
one or two disturbance events at 4.11 ± 0.02 Gyrs and/or at 4.27 ± 0.02 Gyrs. However, this was not confirmed by more recent 40Ar–39Ar studies that include new K-decay constant. Microtextural inspection of shocked phosphates, and associated baddeleyite and plagioclase phases recently revealed severe crystal-plastic deformation, and notably, recrystallisation as a result of the major shock deformation. Based on these observations, it can be ruled out that any of these minerals crystallised fresh during the major shock event. Instead, their microtextural characteristics indicate that the primary igneous minerals underwent significant modification during a major, high-temperature event, which is consistent with them recording the time of this event at ~4200 Myr.

The 40Ar–39Ar isotopic system can also record relatively low-temperature resetting and diffusive loss of radiogenic 40Ar induced by shock heating. Most recent bulk rock 40Ar–39Ar analyses of shocked norite 78235 yield well-defined age plateaus at 4188 ± 13 Myr, indistinguishable from previously obtained 40Ar–39Ar ages (once corrected for monitor age and the K-decay constant). This age is interpreted as recording a thermal resetting, but the study excluded the possibility for a complete resetting of the Ar ages due to the lack of well-developed annealing features in major minerals (at >µm scale, see Supplementary Discussion 2.2). Nevertheless, this age is within uncertainty of the youngest zircon, baddeleyite and zirconolite ages reported from these samples ( Supplementary Fig. 2), as well as the upper intercept age of the phosphates (4210 ± 14 Myr) obtained in this study. This evidence provides independent support for a long-standing hypothesis that a large, basin-forming impact event at ~4200 Myr exhumed the norites from their original emplacement standing hypothesis that a large, basin-forming impact event at ~4200 Myr.

The lower intercept age of 504 ± 24 Myr indicates a second significant disturbance of Pb. This disturbance is not reported in any other isotopic chronometers, including low-temperature chronometers such as 40Ar–39Ar dating of feldspars. It is therefore unlikely that this event represents the major impact responsible for the ubiquitous impact deformation features recorded in the norites. Hence, a different process needs to account for this disturbance. Based on our current understanding of the thermal evolution of the lunar interior, it is unlikely that the thermal event at ~504 Myr was caused by volcanism or a similar indigenous process, as these have not been identified in any other samples or near the Apollo 17 landing site. This young event is also not concordant with the cosmic ray exposure (CRE) age of the shocked norites (~260 Myr), which reflects the length of direct exposure of the sample on the lunar surface. To assess the likely mechanisms responsible for this young resetting event we first characterised the nanoscale features of the phosphate minerals and then use these to constrain the timescale and temperatures over which Pb loss must have occurred.

**Boulder-size characteristics and phosphate nanoscale grain size constraints.** Assumptions of the impact origin were earlier based on glass veins, glass coating and surface striations on the boulder. The size of the boulder seems unlikely to be a clast from the breccias sampled at the North and South Massifs; not only is it larger than most clasts observed in the breccias, but there is no trace of matrix adhering to the boulder. Additionally, the norite boulder provides the only large example of non-mare material recognised by the crew at Station 8. All these features indicate that the boulder itself was a fractured but largely intact ~0.5 m ejecta block, setting important size constraints for its ejection history.

Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) analyses of the phosphates showed a broad change in orientation variation across the apatite grains, i.e. up to ~25° of total misorientation ( Supplementary Fig. 2), reflecting the likely shock-induced bending of the lattice due the ubiquitous deformation caused by the most pervasive impact they record (~4.2 Gyr impact). In other words, the EBSD reveals small grains separated by grain boundaries with low misorientation angles from the adjacent grains that progressively change their orientation. However, no obvious signs of recrystallisation are visible at the EBSD scale. The nanostructure of the deformed apatite ( Supplementary Fig. 2) was investigated using 3D compositional and spatial imaging by APT, to look for evidence of apatite recrystallisation and trace element mobility at the nanoscale (Supplementary Method 1.1). The APT revealed the nanoscale structure comprises ~10 nm and larger polygonal grains that are separated by grain boundaries meeting at triple-junctions (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Movies 1, 2). This annealed appearance indicates a significant component of grain boundary migration, with the recrystallised grains that appear to inherit the original orientation of the crystal-plastically deformed apatite. We interpret the size and shape of the polygonal grains to result from shock-induced recrystallisation by grain nucleation and short-duration annealing accommodated by grain boundary migration, a mechanism that has been observed as very efficient in resetting Pb. The broad microtextural context of the entire phosphate grain and associated minerals ( Supplementary Fig. 2), coupled with its geochronology imply that this recrystallisation was shock-induced during the major impact event at ~4200 Myr.

As evident in the SIMS data, most Pb was lost during the ~504 Myr event. Considering the nanoscale structure of apatite, we interpret that its fine-grained nature was critical for enabling rapid Pb diffusion out of the apatite grains to the grain boundaries. Using the diffusion parameters for apatite and Pb diffusion out of the apatite grains to the grain boundaries.
the observed grain size range, we calculated the fractional Pb loss due to a short-duration thermal pulse (70 min–1 day; likely cooling rate of a ~0.5 m radius boulder on the lunar surface that has an initial temperature of ~700 °C) over a range of temperatures (Supplementary Discussion 2.1 and Supplementary Fig. 4). This modelling suggests that in order to diffuse a substantial amount of Pb out of the smallest grain (~10 nm) and initiate an effective resetting (50% or higher), the peak temperature during the ~504 Myr event had to be in excess of 550 °C. Complete Pb loss of ~20 nm diameter grains would take place at temperatures of ~700 °C (or higher for larger grains). A range of grain sizes led to variable amounts of Pb diffusion, and this could explain why analyses fall on the mixing line between the ~504 and ~4200 Myr concordant points. Although most Pb was lost along the boundaries that acted as fast diffusion pathways, a minor, residual Pb component that was trapped within the grain boundaries represents a snapshot of the final stages of Pb loss (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2). The trapped Pb potentially contributes to the mixing line between the ~504 and ~4200 Myr events. The rapid heating and the temperature range inferred by the nanostructure ofapatite suggest that the Pb disturbance was caused by a minor, secondary impact ~504 Myr ago, which does not seem to have disturbed other geochronometers (e.g. Ar–Ar, Supplementary Discussion 2.2). We further investigate geographical distribution of the nearby lunar craters as potential sources.

Dawes as a possible source crater. It was recognised many years ago that Station 8 shocked norites are likely to be samples of the deeper lunar crust and hence, it was argued that they must have been exposed at the surface as a result of a major, basin-forming event (e.g. Imbrium, Serenitatis)14,20,23,40. However, the surface setting of the boulder suggests that its last movement was not by a large (basin-forming) impact, and that its former residing place was not too distant23. This observation led other researchers to propose that the final source crater is small (minimum ~1.5 km diameter) and in the vicinity (up to ~60 km) of the Apollo 17 landing site. Supported by compositional maps derived from the Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) data, a potential source crater is suggested from the Sculptured Hills, but no firm links have been established40,43. However, ballistic emplacement of the boulder to its resting position does not reconcile the evidence of the micrometeorite impact pits that cover the entire boulder surface23. The pits imply that the boulder was rolled over the surface, possibly when a landslide ~260 Myr ago, corresponding to the sample’s CRE age28, excavated it from near-surface depths and rolled it down to the bottom of the valley. To find the source crater of the boulder, from which it was ejected to the position prior to the possible landslide, we can utilise the younger age of Pb isotopic resetting inapatite (~504 Myr) as a temporal constraint on the timing of this young impact. A recent database of lunar craters, documenting ~1 Gyr old craters with diameter equal to or greater than 10 km44, reveals that Dawes is the closest crater to the Apollo 17 landing site that has a formation age (454±171 Myr; 95% credible intervals on the joint lunar and terrestrial regression44) in the range of the young event recorded by phosphates (504±24 Myr). This ~18 km-diameter crater is located ~140 km away on the southeastern rim of the Serenitatis Basin. No other candidates were identified in or near the Sculptured Hills while other craters of <1 Ga are not suitable (e.g. Proclus 253 Myr old, ~500 km away).

To test whether the norites could have originated from the Dawes crater, we investigated mineral composition of the crater floor, walls and surrounding lithology by looking into compositional remote sensing data from the Kaguya Multiband Imager (MI). The Kaguya-derived mineral maps are quantitative maps at a spatial resolution of ~62 m/pixel, obtained by radiative transfer modelling of the four major lunar minerals: plagioclase, olivine, low-Ca pyroxene (orthopyroxene, or LCP), high-Ca pyroxene (clinopyroxene, or HCP), assuming a fixed magnesium number (Mg# = 65)45,46. We used derived maps to look for pixels matching mineral composition of the norites30,47 (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 10). We found to entirely match these compositional constraints of investigated norites, revealing spectra that are best fitted with model abundances of 6–7 wt.% olivine, 47–52 wt.% orthopyroxene, 6–7 wt.% clinopyroxene and 35–41 wt.% plagioclase (Fig. 3). These three pixels coincide with rocky floor observed by the Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) and a peak in topographic SLDEM2015 data and could present a central uplift of the Dawes crater (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 10). Importantly, only if we look for pixels that have a broader and

Fig. 3 Kaguya MI spectral analysis of Dawes crater. a Dawes crater as seen by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Narrow Angle Camera (low-Sun controlled mosaic). The star denotes the location of the three pixels for which modelled spectra closely resemble Multiband Imager spectra and are within the same compositional range as the 78235 and 78236 samples. b The Multiband Imager continuum removed spectra for these three pixels (solid lines) along with their best modelled spectral fit (dashed lines). The spectra have been offset for clarity. Spectra 1 is modelled as 35 wt.% plagioclase, 52 wt.% low-calcium pyroxene, 7 wt.% high-calcium pyroxene and 7 wt.% olivine. Spectra 2 is modelled as 41 wt.% plagioclase, 47 wt.% low-calcium pyroxene, 6 wt.% high-calcium pyroxene and 6 wt.% olivine. Spectra 3 is modelled as 40 wt.% plagioclase, 48 wt.% low-calcium pyroxene, 6 wt.% high-calcium pyroxene and 6 wt.% olivine.
less-matching compositional range (33–61% orthopyroxene and 32–55% plagioclase), we find pixels also outside the central peak of Dawes crater—a total of 34,619 such pixels concentrated on the central peak, on the southern crater wall and in proximal ejecta (Supplementary Figs. 10 and 11a). Similar broad-range composition can be observed all the way to the Apollo 17 site (Supplementary Fig. 11b), but we have not inspected this entire area for close-matched composition, as no age-matching craters of appropriate size were found there. Nevertheless, the broad-range composition suggests that Dawes crater is a non-unique location in terms of orthopyroxene-plagioclase-rich rocks being exposed on the surface.

Dawes crater ejecta simulations. After confirming mineralogical evidence on the floor of the Dawes crater to contain rocks of comparable composition to the Apollo 17 shocked norites, a question arises whether noritic material could have been ballistically transported ~140 km away. An additional complexity is that the ejecta must have been sourced from the noritic crustal bedrock underlying the 300 m thick mare basalt within which Dawes formed. To test this scenario, we used Numerical iSALE-2D impact simulation of the formation of the Dawes-size crater (Supplementary Method 1.2 and Supplementary Discussion 2.3). The simulations show that a portion of ejecta that originated from the crust (set as dunite in the simulations) beneath basalt, reached up to almost 2 km depth (Fig. 4a). This modelling indicates that the entire ejecta blanket originating from underneath the mare layer experienced temperatures up to 700 °C (Fig. 4b, 1000 K). About 20% of the entire ballistic ejecta was moving at speeds that can result in landing 140 km away and most of this fast ejecta formed 30 s after the impact (Fig. 4c). Any later ejecta would have been too slow to reach the Apollo 17 site. In summary, the simulations confirm that significant portion of ejecta formed by Dawes crater could have landed in the Taurus-Littrow valley, after being exposed up to 700 °C, as required by the Pb-diffusion calculations.

However, iSALE code cannot distinguish individual blocks nor predict the survivability of an individual ~0.5 m boulder. Although Dawes crater ejecta landing 140 km away can be considered as distal, which refers to patchy and discontinued materials, it remains unknown whether the initial size of the boulder was ~0.5 m or larger. Petrographical observations suggest the boulder was unlikely to be a part of a larger brecciated ejecta block. Nevertheless, it may be speculated—based on the fact that some surface areas of the boulder were not covered by glass—it was not a boulder of this size throughout its transportation history but a part of a larger glass and vein rich norite with similar composition and texture. Ultimately, the boulder was likely covered by surface material upon landing, as inferred by the CRE ages that imply the boulder had not been exposed on the surface between ~504 and ~260 Myr events. Finally, the boulder was brought to the surface through a landslide ~260 Myr ago which could have transported it in its final size (no other blocks were recognised nearby) to the valley. Considering these size uncertainties, we explore different block sizes when constraining cooling of the boulder (Supplementary Discussion 2.1). However, it is very unlikely that the landing caused additional shock-related modifications to the ejecta block regardless of its initial size, as demonstrated by a proxy 25-m block, which was mostly exposed to very low pressures and temperatures upon landing (Supplementary Discussion 2.3 and Supplementary Fig. 9).

Implication for the age of Serenitatis. Cumulus texture of Station 8 shocked norites has been interpreted to reflect deep-crustal origin of these rocks that were brought to the surface by a basin-forming impact needed to excavate them from deep-crustal environment. Since the Apollo 17 mission, the impact in question has been associated with either Imbrium or Serenitatis basin-forming events. Station 8 was primarily planned with the aim to obtain material from the Sculptured Hills, interpreted as an ejecta from the Serenitatis Basin. Nevertheless, most other Apollo 17 samples are impact-melt breccias initially identified as originating from the Serenitatis Basin, and the associated impact-resetting ages suggested this basin to be of ~3.87 Gyr age. More recent terrain and geochronological studies have associated these breccias with Imbrium formation. A possible link of Apollo 17 impact-melt breccias with Imbrium is further established through a record of similar ~3.8–3.9 Gyr resetting ages in many other Apollo 14, 15 and 16 samples (refs. and refs. therein). This age has been now widely accepted and interpreted as the formation of the Imbrium Basin. Importantly, this interpretation is consistent with the simulated results that predict a high fraction of Imbrium melt at Apollo 14–17 sites, but reduced presence of Serenitatis melt due to impact gardening. In contrast, any possibility of Imbrian deformation in 78235 and 78236, which are samples of crustal rocks different from impact-melt breccias, is excluded by the lack of ~3.8–3.9 Gyr events in the sensitive U–Pb record of the shocked phosphates studied here, or other geochronometers previously reported. We argue...
that the major, basin-forming event which excavated Station 8 norites from the deeper lunar crust and caused the shock-induced deformation of the ancient age (~4.2 Gyr) recorded by the phosphates is representative of the formation of Serenitatis. A formerly reported \(^{40}\text{Ar}^{39}\text{Ar}\) age of ~4.2 Gyr for these rocks was not interpreted as impact-resetting because the samples were considered to show limited petrologic features indicative of thermal annealing representative of a basin-forming impact. However, our microstructural studies of minerals and apatite nanoscale features provide robust evidence of such deformation.

An impact-resetting age of ~4.2 Gyr has been recorded in other Apollo samples, too, for example in Apollo 14\(^{18}\) and Apollo 16\(^{17,29,55}\) impact-melt breccias. A possible link of some of the Apollo 16 breccias\(^{17}\) to Nectaris Basin was suggested based on geographical vicinity, but it was disputed for other Apollo 16 samples based on bulk geochemical properties\(^{55}\). Whether the 4.2 Gyr impact age recorded by Apollo 16 and 14 samples is related to the Serenitatis Basin is out of the scope of this study. Nevertheless, we can exclude a possibility that Station 8 shocked norites could have been transported from as far as Nectaris Basin based on textural and temperature constraints.

Multiple impacts and relocation histories of rock samples on lunar surface are possible\(^{53}\) and have been employed to explain the ~4.2 Gyr event to the deformation caused by Serenitatis Basin formation.

Our findings unequivocally contribute to the growing arguments for increased impacting rate on the Moon much before ~3.8–3.9 Gyr\(^{4,5,11,17,19,29,52,55,57,58}\) and provide a rare evidence for samples recording ~3.8–3.9 Gyr impact events\(^{54}\). We provide a sample-based evidence in form of microstructurally-constrained ~4.2 Gyr impact-resetting phosphate age in support of revised arguments for the ancient (~3.9 Gyr) age of the Serenitatis Basin\(^1,2,12\). Importantly, our data provide robust evidence that the phosphate U–Pb geochronometer has an immense potential to be utilised as a sensitive recorder of shock events in planetary materials. We argue that the Serenitatis Basin, like South Pole Aitken Basin\(^9\), was formed either unrelated to the highly-debated spike-like LHB\(^3\), or early on in the protracted bombardment period\(^2,4,5,16\), warranting a re-evaluation of the earliest lunar crater chronology.

**Methods**

**Secondary ion mass spectrometry for U–Pb and Pb–Pb analysis.** Eight apatite, ten merrillite and two baddeleyite grains were analysed within two thin sections (78235.43 and 78236.44). Thin sections were coated with a ~30 nm layer of gold on the top of the carbon coat, to reduce gold accumulation in the cracks. U–Pb isotopic measurements were performed using a Cameca ims1280 ion microprobe at the NordSIMS facility, located at the Swedish Museum of Natural History (Stockholm), closely following previously reported protocols for Ca-phosphate analyses\(^{31,32,52}\). We targeted apatite and merrillite grains that are associated with them, to ensure a larger dataset. A duoplasmatron-generated primary beam of O\(^+\) ions with 1.7–5.3 nA current was used for spot analyses of 7 or 10 µm, selected using aptures to match the grain size. The nominal mass resolution (M/ΔM) of used ~5000 was sufficient to resolve Pb peaks from molecular interferences. Data reduction was performed using in-house developed software at NordSIMS and the Excel add-in Isolot (v. 4.15\(^{59}\)). Non-radiogenic (common) Pb monitored using \(^{206}\text{Pb}\) was assumed to be the result of terrestrial contamination of the sample and was corrected using the Stacey and Kramers\(^{60}\) model for present-day terrestrial Pb isotopic composition. Sample U contents were calibrated against the Pb/U ratios were calibrated against the U/Th ratios (Table 1).

**Atmosphere probing for nanoscale Pb distribution.** Sample preparation for atom-probe tomography was performed using a TESCAN LYRA3 Ga\(^+\) focused ion beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) located in the John de Laeter Centre (JdLC) at Curtin University, Australia. Site specific targeting of apatite was performed using methods outlined in\(^56\), followed by a lift-out procedure commonly used for non-conducting materials\(^{69}\). An area of interest in the form of a ~2 × 25 µm rectangle (Supplementary Fig. 2) was initially covered by Pt. The wedge of the grain directly below the Pt-area was cut out on three sides using a coarse milling approach under accelerated voltage of 30 kV. The wedge was fixed to an in situ micromanipulator by depositing Pt, before the final edge was cut free. ApT sample preparation is involved further steps to the wedge, which were sequentially mounted to Si tips in an array, using Pt-deposition. Finally, applying annular milling with decreasingly smaller inner diameter, the segments were shaped into conical APt microtips. Final polishing at reduced beam conditions of 20 pA and at 2 kV ascertainment removal of the beam-damaged, amorphized surface implanted with Ga\(^+\) ions of the tips. Exact locations of the APt microtips referred are reported in the Supplementary Fig. 2.

**Atom-probe analyses of the FIB-prepared microtosts were conducted on a Cameca local-electrode atom probe (LEAP 4000XS HR) at the Geoscience Atom Probe Facility, Curtin University. APT ofapatite utilises laser-assisted field evaporation of needle-shaped specimens coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Evaporated ions are accelerated by the field, pass through a reflectron system and hit a position-sensitive detector, and the time between laser pulse and detection yields the mass/charge ratio of the ions species via time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Instrument and acquisition parameters for this study are provided in Supplementary Table 1. Microtips were inserted into ultra-high vacuum (10\(^{−11}\) Torr), cooled down to 69 K, and a high voltage applied (typically 4–14 kV). Field evaporation and ionisation is stimulated with an ultraviolet laser (λ = 355 nm) that is focused on the specimen apex and pulsed at frequency of 125–200 kHz, with an energy of 250–400 pJ per pulse. These conditions are similar to those previously applied in an APT study of apatite\(^{67}\). As the radius of the microtip increased with the ongoing evaporation, the voltage was gradually increased to automatically maintain an ion detection rate of ~0.006–0.008 ions per pulse. After completing a flight path of ~382 mm, ions are detected on the position-sensitive detector and their mass/charge ratio is determined from their time-of-flight. The data is represented as a mass/charge spectra, and the chemical identities of peaks are identified and ranged in Supplementary Fig. 2. Together with the related spatial information from the ion detection, this allows for a 3D reconstruction of the positions and chemical identities of atoms within the specimen, achieving approximately nanometre resolution (in ~5–10 µs) with a maximum power of M/ΔM of ~800. The 3D reconstruction of the specimen was based on using the voltage curve to estimate the evolution of the tip radius during each experiment. In case of the M3 experiment, SEM images acquired after and before the experiment were used to constrain the spatial reconstruction parameters, following the approach of Saxe et al\(^{68}\). Processing and peak ranging were carried out using the Cameca integrated visualisation and analysis software (IVAS, v. 3.8.0).

iSALE-2D numerical impact modelling. The numerical impact formation of the Serenitatis basin and the Dawe crater were made in the ISALE-2D shock physics
hydrocode, the code typically used for simulating cratering process in geologic materials available at https://isale-code.github.io/. Numerical impact modelling of the Serenitatis basin formation was based on previous studies (Supplementary Method 1.2)69,70. All input parameters are provided in Supplementary Data 1 and in a repository64. We adopted values for the Serenitatis crustal thinning diameter of 600 km, crustal thickening of 850 km, and the coupling parameter of 42729 as well as tentative value of 416 km for the inner ring diameter and 923 km for the main rim71. Using the basin scaling laws from ref. 84 and assuming that the vertical impact speed at the Moon was 17 km/s72, the projectile diameter was set to 80 km in diameter. The GRAIL gravity estimated an average crustal thickness at Serenitatis to be 26 ± 8 km, therefore we adopted 30 km as the pre-impact crustal thickness. We based the outcome from the model in Supplementary Flgs. 6 and 7, for the two ages during the lunular thermal evolution. Both simulation outcomes agree with the GRAIL-gravity observations of the Serenitatis basin. The Dawes crater is ~18 km in diameter, and it has a morphology between simple and complex crater (Supplementary Method 1.2 and Supplementary Discussion 2.3). The vertical impact was made using 600-m diameter projectile made of dunite, impacting at 17 km/s. The target rock was set to be a 300 m thick layer of mare basalt, an average thickness reported in that region66,73, overlaying dunitic rock underneath to represent the peak ring material from the Serenitatis basin (Supplementary Flgs. 6–8). More details on the numerical impact modelling of the Dawes crater can be found in Supplementary Methods (1.2) and Discussion (2.3).

Remote sensing using Kaguya spectral images. The Kaguya Multiband Imager acquired data in 9 ultraviolet-visible (UVVIS) to near-infra-red (NIR) spectral bands (415, 750, 900, 950, 1001, 1000, 1050, 1250, 1550 nm). The instrument provided a spatial resolution of ~20 m per pixel for the first five spectral bands (UVVIS) and ~50 m per pixel for the last four (NIR, 1000–1550 nm) at the nominal altitude of 100 km61,74. We used the IDL 5.5.3 software (L3Harris geographic https://www.L3Harrisgeospatial.com/Software-Technology/IDL) to run the mineral mapping algorithm and the ArcGIS 10.8.1 software suite (ESRI https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/about-arcgis/overview) to produce the maps. Supplementary Data 1 and 2 show atom-probe tomography data and are also provided in the online repository64.
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